
VENGA 600
 From 1560/1440 kgMounted version Min. 90/140 HPHopper 1800 lTrailed versionMedium farm
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Seed drill PNEUSEJ VENGA  trailed/mounted
Seed drill designed to meet the requirement of every farmer. Pneusej Venga is a lightweight machine with completely new design. Thanks to modular design 
the machine is produced in two versions – trailed and mounted. Using integrated hydraulic axle in trailed version, the power requirements are decreased, 
making this machine suitable for tractors from 80 HP. 

New design offers the possibility to use DXD RC II coulters, which put the seed into the bottom of seed bed with high precision. Pneusej Venga is designed to 
increase field efficiency together with lowering power requirements. Pneusej Venga – reduces inputs, increases yields. 

Working width 6 m = 120 HP

*with using RC II coulters
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Seed drill PNEUSEJ VENGA  trailed/mounted

Modular system

Modular system allows production of this machine in trailed or mounted version. Integrated hydraulic axle 
carries the entire machine weight, which reduces tractor power requirements. Axle is placed in front of 
coulters, which provides better stability and control, and seeding from the edge of a field. 

Hopper

The seed hopper with capacity of 1,800 liters minimizes downtime. Great accessibility makes filling and 
cleaning easy. Self-rolling covering canvas enables whole filling opening, preventing it to obstruct during 
filling with big-bags. 

RC II coulters

Innovative design of DXD RC II coulters allow seeding in the heaviest soils with high amount of crop residue. 
Offset of discs with diameter ø 325 mm causes self-cleaning effect, which reduces sticking the soil to discs 
and minimizes clogging. Centrally adjustable coulter pressure is 50 kg. Customers can choose between 
metal and plastic cleaning disc, depending on seeding conditions. 
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Dosing system

Centrally located ACCORD dosing unit allows to accurately adjust seed rate. Good accessibility ensures 
easy setup and calibration. Dosing unit drive is handled by an automatic switching system based on the 
position of the axle. Pneusej Venga can be equipped with electronic drive of dosing unit.

Disc markers

Farmers will appreciate the design of markers, that allow seeding under trees and other obstacles. The disc 
diameter together with fully adjustable disc angle ensures visible marking even in the hardest conditions. 
Special construction ensures quick folding, which reduces turn-time on headland and makes it easier to 
seed around obstacles. 

Operator comfort

Comfort of the operator includes centrally adjustable coulter pressure, simple macro and micro seed rate 
adjustment, convenient access to the hopper and its filling. Farmers will also appreciate high field efficiency 
with low power requirement and simple operation. All of these factors maked seed drill Venga a unique 
machine.  




